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• Thomas Haas: After looking at the rival card that is partially 
under the board, the player using Thomas Haas must openly 
state whether they are swapping that rival card with their 
own rival card. The fact that a swap did or did not happen is 
open information.

ContraCts
• Haas-Bioroid: This contract can trigger only once per turn 

regardless of how many android tokens are moved.

• NBN: This contract does not trigger when an unrest token is 
removed from a district due to an outage token being placed.

• Melange Mining: This contract’s condition includes all threat 
generated during the resolution of an event card. Thus, if a 
unit or token moves into the Root, causing threat to increase 
by two, Melange does not gain three capital.

Deals
• During a deal, each player (excluding the active player) has 

only one chance to propose a counteroffer—the option of 
proposing a counteroffer does not repeatedly go around the 
table until everyone passes. Similarly, each supporting player 
has only one chance to play cards in support of an offer.

Investments
• Some investments require a resource’s demand to be met to 

generate capital. If demand for that resource is not met, the 
investment generates zero capital.

Illness
• Illness’s effect is only triggered by action cards. Exploiting a 

district does not trigger illness’s effect, and event cards do not 
trigger illness’s effect.

• All action cards that increase or decrease unrest require one 
or more districts to be chosen, so if any of those districts have 
an illness token, threat increases by two.

traDIng
• A trade involving three or more players is binding if all 

aspects of the trade can be resolved immediately and 
simultaneously.

other
• The fourth android token included in the game is an extra 

component that can be used as a replacement.
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This document contains errata and rules clarifications for 
New Angeles.

Errata
This section contains changes to the game’s printed 
components—the changed or added text is italicized.

• Rules Reference, p16, Trading, 65.5: This bullet should read, 
“Players cannot trade action cards, emergency action cards, 
investment cards, rival cards, or corp sheets.”

FaQ
This section addresses questions that are frequently submitted 
by players. It is organized alphabetically by topic.

aCtIon CarDs
• Liquidation: This card produces a district’s resources without 

exploiting that distract. Players do not resolve the normal 
effects of exploiting a district when resolving Liquidation.

asset CarDs
• Isabel McGuire: The player using Isabel McGuire’s effect is 

not treated as supporting the chosen offer. If that player is a 
supporting player, they may choose to support either offer as 
normal.

• Locust Company: This effect prevents the chosen player 
from playing cards from their hand in support of the 
counteroffer. It does not prevent a player from placing a card 
in support from a deck via Isabel McGuire’s effect.

• Naoko Watanabe: If the first asset card claimed by using this 
effect has a timing of “when you claim this card,” that card’s 
effect must be resolved before the second asset is claimed.

• Sunny LeBeau: Sunny LeBeau’s effect triggers on each 
instance of threat increasing. For example, if an event card 
places two orgcrime units and they both move to the Root, 
Sunny’s effect triggers when the first orgcrime unit moves to 
the Root and again when the second orgcrime unit moves to 
the Root.

• The Fall Guy: Chief Gorman cannot be used to cancel the 
counteroffer proposed via The Fall Guy—play proceeds 
immediately to the Support step. 


